
Reading: Term 6 Week 7- Moving On: Confidence and Courage 

Animation: The Supporting Act 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PstSiTCk74 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key learning point: To write using the past tense 

 

Writing task: To create a tableau (a numbers of freeze frames/ still images) 

about an event from your past which required courage or perseverance.  

 

Description: Today, we would like you to perform a series of freeze-frames to 

construct a tableau about a time in your past when you showed courage or 

perseverance, just like the little girl in the animation. What does courage and 

perseverance mean to you? Have you heard those words before? You will need 

to think carefully about your emotions and how you are going to pose to 

create your freeze frames and tell your story.  

We would also like you to write about things that happened in the past. What 

does “the past” mean? How do words change when we start talking in the past 

tense? You will need to think carefully about how your sentences are 

constructed and what words to use.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PstSiTCk74


 

Task 1: We are thinking about things that happen in the past. Take a moment 

to discuss with an adult the difference between the past and the present.  

When we are writing in the past tense, we can take verbs (doing words) in the 

present tense and often add the suffix -ed to the end.  

Look at the verbs below. Can you change them from present tense to past 

tense by adding the suffix -ed? What does the word say now? 

The first one has been done for you. 

play -> played            show -> _______            open -> ______ 

talk -> talk__             knock -> _______ 

 

Mr Milward has written 3 sentences in the present tense. He doesn’t think that 

they make sense in the present tense.  

Change the underlined words into their past tense to change the sentences.  

Do the sentences make sense now? 

 

1. Ava play with her friends before school.  

2. Mrs Evans talk to the children about painting.  

3. Mr Greg open the door when the postman knock.  

 

Can you write a past tense sentence using the verb from earlier which you 

have not used yet? (showed) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Task 2: Watch the animation and think: what emotions might the girl be 

feeling during her attempts to become a dancer? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Has there been a time in your life when you found something challenging? 

How did it make you feel? Did you want to give up and do something else, or 

did it make you want to try harder to get good at something you enjoyed? 

Think about a time you showed courage or perseverance. Can you create 2 or 3 

freeze frames to make a tableau of how you felt at different stages during your 

experience.  

For example, you might have been going to the dentist and felt worried – do a 

freeze frame showing how you would look worried.  

Next, you might be feeling focused on being brave sitting in the dentist’s chair 

– show your adult a focused face.  

Finally, you might feel proud of yourself that you were brave and got a sticker 

as a reward – do a freeze frame with a big proud grin and showing off your 

sticker.  

You could ask an adult to take photos of each of your freeze frames and send 

your tableau to your class teacher. Otherwise, just send them a message about 

the freeze frames you created. Perhaps tell them your favourite and why.  


